
Celebrating a decade 
of superb Americana 

Folk star: Country chanteuse Gretchen Peters brings a touch of Nashville to Glasgow

CELTIC CONNECTIONS 
FALLEN ANGELS CLUB 
10TH ANNIVERSARY

THEATRE A LITTLE BIRD BLOWN OFF COURSE

Possessing a voice so 
delicately bittersweet it 
makes your heart hurt 
to hear it, and with 
talent enough to make 
her guitar sound like 
something akin to an 
angel’s harp, Carrbridge 
singer-songwriter Rachel 
Sermanni is, in this humble reviewer’s mind 
at least, something very special indeed.

Her debut album Under Mountains was one of 
the hidden gems of 2012. It’s appropriately 
named – Sermanni does, after all, hail from the 
shadows of the Cairngorms, and you can almost 
hear the landscape in her music. The songs, like 
the Highlands, possess a desolate beauty, which 
can evoke joy or sorrow in equal measure.

It’s certainly the case that Sermanni’s music can 
bring a tear to the eye – in fact, she herself began 
to sob during a London performance, but 
thankfully it was nothing a sti�  whisky couldn’t 
� x, and she went on to deliver a stunning set.

Her new EP, Everything Changes, came out on 
Monday to enthusiastic reviews, and she’ll no 
doubt relish the opportunity to perform the fresh 
material to an appreciative Glaswegian audience.

The tracks were recorded in New York, which 
seems only � tting as Sermanni herself has spent 
much of the last few years on the road touring 
the US, Canada and Australia, but the spirit of her 
home country is still evident – distilled and 
permeating every line. Rob Lavender

Tonight, Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum, 
Glasgow. www.celticconnections.com
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OF all the cities it’s been my 
privilege to get to know, 
Glasgow has by far the best 
music scene. Others may 
come close in one genre or 

another, but in terms of sheer diversity, 
Glasgow takes some beating.

Nowhere boasts the same quality of 
indie, jazz, metal, folk, country, blues, 
and even hip-hop – there really is a rich 
melting pot of styles that help make the 
sound of the city so unique.

One aspect which never fails to surprise 
visitors to Glasgow is its Americana scene 
– the scale of support for this genre in the 
city is quite remarkable. It has long been 
the case, of course – witness the presence 
of the Grand Ole Opry on Govan Road as 
evidence of that – but in recent years, its 
popularity has exploded.

Whether cause or e� ect, at the centre 
of this explosion has been The Fallen 
Angels Club, which for the past decade 
has been helping to promote an array of 
Americana, folk, country and roots acts 
from all over the world.

Founder Kevin Morris explains its 
genesis: ‘The Fallen Angels Club started 
o�  as a monthly event, mainly for local 
acts, and has basically been built up 
from nothing.’

Tomorrow’s event celebrates ten years 
of the club. It comes in the form of a 
concert by Grammy-nominated Nashville 
singer-songwriter Gretchen Peters, whose 
2012 album Hello Cruel World has been 
hailed as one of the genre’s masterpieces, 
and up-and-coming artist Anthony 
D’Amato, whose home recording Paper 
Back Bones was named one of the BBC’s 
favourite Americana albums of 2012.

For Peters, who is now nine albums into 
her career, Hello Cruel World marked her 
� rst foray into the UK charts. She has, 
however, had more of an impact than 
many may realise – as a songwriter, she 
has penned tracks for Neil Diamond, Etta 
James and Martina McBride.

On the face of it, Peters’ music is as 
American as apple pie, but Morris 
explains why it sits so well with our 
audiences: ‘There is a very de� nite 
a�  nity between early American music 
and Celtic music. It is widely recognised 
that American folk music is heavily 

in� uenced by the appearance of the Irish 
and Scottish immigrant populations.’

Over the past decade, Morris has been 
responsible for bringing some of the best 
and brightest names in Americana to 
these shores, a fact which is well worth 
celebrating. He remains modest, 
however: ‘I’m really proud of the fact that 
an independent promoter like myself can 
still exist after ten years in a busy music 
city like Glasgow.’ Rob Lavender

Tomorrow, Mitchell Library, Glasgow. 
www.celticconnections.com

Elsewhere on this page there’s a look at 
what happens when American roots 
music crosses the Atlantic, so it’s pleasing 
to learn that the cultural exchange works 
both ways. This performance piece from 
Fiona J MacKenzie celebrates the work of 
Pittsburgh-born folklorist Margaret Fay 
Shaw who, during the course of a life 
which spanned over a century, amassed 
a priceless archive of Hebridean culture.

As well as documenting music, songs 
and oral traditions, Shaw was a keen 
photographer, and her still pictures and 
cinematography provided a chronicle of 
island life during the 1930s.

This performance blends live music and 
song – MacKenzie is a Gaelic singer-
songwriter herself – with extracts from 
Shaw’s autobiography, her own letters, 

her photographs and previously unseen 
� lm footage in order to demonstrate 
the comprehensive picture she created 
of a way of life which in many ways is 
now all but forgotten.

It also poignantly demonstrates the 
love and admiration Shaw had for her 
subject. Her passion for Hebridean 
folklore shines through, and perhaps 
it’s this which made her work 
unparalleled in terms of depth.

Her most important published work 
was Folksongs And Folklore Of South 
Uist, a collection of songs and � rst-hand 
stories which has never been out of print 
since it was � rst published in 1955.

While this performance was originally 
presented in partnership with the Blas 
Festival last year, it’s hard to imagine it 

� nding a better platform than Celtic 
Connections – which celebrates the reach 
and in� uence of Celtic music and culture 
throughout the world. Rob Lavender

Tonight and tomorrow, Tron Theatre, 
Glasgow. www.tron.co.uk
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